
 

D&T Pupil Voice 

 

 

Nursery 

Modelling: “We made robot heads with sellotape.”  

Making Soup in the mud kitchen: “I’m making hot soup. It has sticks in it and stones, 

they are the onions and potatoes - just pretend. Oops! I forgot to add the spices!”  

 

Reception 

‘I loved doing the boats. Mine sank’ 

“We like to build with lego and draw what we have built.” 

 
 

Year 1 

Structures – Building a castle:  
 
“I liked making the tubes with the flanges, so that they stood up and I liked making 
the tricky ones that were square.” 
 
“I liked making a bridge out of cardboard.” 
 
“I liked making a moving door with a lever.”  
 
“We liked learning how to make the towers stand up and making the slots for the 
arrowheads.” 
 
“I really enjoyed making my castle – I liked cutting out the windows and doors. The door had 
a hinge and it opened.” 
 

Year 2 

“When I made a fruit salad, my team made ‘mushroom kingdom’ out of fruit – it was 

delicious!”  

“I liked it when we made vehicles with small and big wheels and using blue tac 

because we had a race when they were made!”  

“I really enjoyed making the chassis - I drew a face on my car and I gave it a hat! I was 
hoping to get it to stand up on 2 wheels but I didn’t do it. Maybe I can do it next time. I won 
almost every round of racing – I got the most points! I enjoyed it so much, I would give it 11 
out of 10!”  

 

“My vehicle won the race! It was so good to see my design work.”  



 

 
 

 
 

“I liked making the slider (the easter egg moved towards the tree) and I really enjoyed 
designing the card. I like DT and when every time you make a mistake time, you can make it 
better.” 

 

“I enjoyed cutting up the fruit – I cut up the strawberries. My favourite fruit is passion fruit – I 
would replace the bananas with passion fruit next time.”  
 

Year 3 

“This year we have made tool belts and lunchboxes. I have learnt that somethings 

that we make don’t always work, so changes need to be made. You have to be 

resilient.” 

“I enjoyed designing and making a tool belt for Ug.” 
 
 
“I enjoyed making bread rolls for an Egyptian feast and then getting to taste them.” 
 

Year 4 

“I enjoyed D&T because I liked making our story boards with the levers.” SP. 

“I liked making links between subjects e.g. Science and D&T. I enjoyed making a 

torch.” 

“We love D&T because it is creative. We liked making cards the most using linkages 

and levers.” 

 

Year 5 

“I love it so much. I just like being creative.” OW 

“I loved making a wooden funfair model with hot glue and wood.” WS 

“I liked designing things because it was my own idea.” RJ 

“D&T is enjoyable because you get to make. We enjoy planning and designing, 

creating prototypes and making our own models.” 

 

Year 6 

“I have loved designing and making my bag, because I learnt lots of new skills as I 

made my final piece.” 

“Sewing gave me a chance to express my inner feelings of joy, which showed in my 

overall design.” 



 

 

 

 

“D&T helped me to improve my sewing skills and I am now much better than I 

thought I would be.” 

 


